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A satisfying career is about more than a paycheck. The enclosed information packet is designed
to provide you with a comprehensive overview of what a career at Mooseheart as a Family
Teacher/Family Teacher couple entails and what it can offer you as a professional. You can find
more information at www.mooseheart.org or on facebook.
If you are ready to apply for a live-in Family Teacher/Family Teacher couple position, please
complete the appropriate application documents found on our website under the employment
tab. Completed documents can be returned either electronically through our website, via
scanned email to Dionne Horne at dhorne@mooseheart.org, by fax at (630) 859-6630 or by
mail to: Mooseheart Child City and School, Inc., Attn: Recruiting Dept., 240 James J. Davis Dr.,
Mooseheart, IL 60539.
In the meantime, we welcome any questions regarding the position or the application process.
You can reach the office directly at (630) 906-3616 or forward questions via e-mail to
dhorne@mooseheart.org.
We are excited about the prospect of you joining our caring community where we really
do make a difference for children!
Recruiting Department
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Moosehear t Child City and School

Family Teacher
Employment Guide

Our Beginnings

Mooseheart was founded in 1913 with the mission of providing
a nurturing and caring environment for children.
In the beginning Mooseheart was for children and wives of deceased Moose members. The mothers were
the teachers, cooks, and caregivers. They, along with the children, worked at the farm.
Up until 1994, for a child to be admitted to Mooseheart, there had to be a family member in good
standing within the Moose Fraternity. Since 1994, Mooseheart has accepted applications from any child
in need, regardless of the family’s fraternal status.
Mooseheart is licensed through the Illinois Department of Children and Family Services. It operates
under their guidelines for a Residential Child Care facility.

Funding Mooseheart is privately funded primarily by the Moose fraternal organization, which has

members in the United States, Great Britain, Canada and Bermuda.
Mooseheart currently has no state or federal funding. Mooseheart operates on the funds generated from
an endowment, a percentage of the dues paid into the fraternity by the men and women of the Moose, and
assistance from Moose Charities.
The guardians are required to remit to Mooseheart any income they receive on behalf of the children
they place at Mooseheart.

The Community

Mooseheart is made up of
many different parts including:
more than 20 residential
homes, House of God,
counseling department,
K-12 School, 4 gymnasiums
and weight room, post office,
nature trails, lake area with
cabin, horse stables and
much more!
Homes are divided into
communities, which are
managed by Community
Directors and their Consultants.
Community 1 is a community for Elementary, Junior High School and Senior High School boys.
Community 2 is a community for Elementary, Junior High School and Senior High School girls and
includes our youngest residents; both boys and girls.
The children live in a family style environment, with children of different ages, Meals are eaten together and
Family Teachers live in the homes with the youth. Each residential home in these communities operates under
the Teaching Family Model, which is a Motivational System used to teach social skills development.The
Infant/Toddler, Preschool/ Kindergarten homes use a version of the model and also 1-2-3 Magic.
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Family Teacher Position
Living Accommodations

Living quarters vary from home to home.

n Your quarters may consist of a single bedroom with a private
bath or a living room, bedroom(s) and a private bath.
n Your personal quarters will have high-speed Internet capability,
personal phone line and personal closet space.
n You may live in a home with a married couple and/or
		 other singles.

Staffing Patterns

As a Family Teacher, you will have the
opportunity to work with and get to know a variety of children
from several homes.
You may:
n Live and work primarily in one home.
n Live elsewhere on campus and work primarily in one home.
n Work relief within one Community as assigned in various homes due to the greatest need.
Regardless of your assignment, you will occasionally be required to work and spend the night in homes
that you do not reside. This will allow us to provide coverage in the home while staff have regular days off,
vacation, sick days, or holidays.

Church Attendance

Our children attend church services at our House of God. If on duty on Sundays,
you will be required to accompany your children and may have to attend a service other than your own
religion. All religious services on campus are rendered under either the Protestant or the Catholic faith.

Scheduling Cycle

This position requires a large time commitment. You are encouraged to ask
questions regarding the scheduling cycle.
Family Teachers scheduling is as follows:
n Family Teachers have two days off each week with a third day off every four weeks.
n On duty 5 days/off duty 2 days per week (with one additional day off per month).
n Days off begin and end at 8a.m.

		 **Note: Scheduling cycles can change at anytime, for any reason, and may differ slightly from community to community, based
		
on that communities needs and youth.

		

Salary and Compensation (Family Teachers/Live-in Staff)
— Taxable Income, Paid Bi-Weekly —
n Base Salary plus compensation for education and experience; see Employee Compensation &
		 Benefits Program.
n Comprehensive benefits package beginning the 1st of the month following employment date.
n Annual increases based on progression and annual evaluation process.
n Stipends for working alone and for extra-curricular duties with children.
n Veteran staff have opportunities to earn additional income by coaching, training and/or serving
		 as mentors for newly hired staff.
— Non-Taxable Income —
n Room and board (comparable to $12,000 per year)
n Full benefits (begin on the first day of the month following your start date) see benefit brochure.
		 (pages 9-11)
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Mooseheart Home Management

Family Teachers have responsibilities beyond directly working with the
children. The Model requires certain documentation of the children’s
status within the Model on a daily, weekly, monthly and quarterly
basis as well as collaboration between Mooseheart staff.
Daily Paperwork /Responsibilities
n Document Youth Issue Sheets (to log daily activity for each youth in the areas of program, school,
			sports, therapy, work, ancillary services, and target areas).
n Attend youth or Family Teacher appointments w/school, guardians, or others including: Clinical
		 Case Reviews or school staffings.
n Ensure proper care and treatment of all youth; enforce home rules and dress code, create, organize
		 and implement home and youth schedules.
n Implement Teaching Family Model as trained.
n Prepare nutritious meals for youth.
n Call in any home repairs or needs, as needed.
n Maintain a high standard of house keeping.
n Communicate with co-Family Teachers regarding all
		 aspects of the home life and youth care.

Weekly Paperwork /Responsibilities

n Meetings with Consultant and/or Director.
n Observation by Consultant or Director.
n Medication/supply orders, grocery shopping, etc.
n Garbage and recycling days.
n Attending church services with youth.
n Transport youth to neccesary appointments (on or off campus)

Monthly Paperwork /Responsibilities Care plan development/reviews (treatment approach/
target areas for each youth, including specifics on how skills will be taught).
Quarterly Paperwork/Responsibilities Progress Reports (what has gone on, and what has treatment focus
been for each youth, during the last 3 months; what will be targeted in the next 3 months).

Basic Knowledge Office functions including, but not limited to: files, youths belongings, binders, computer
use, master calendar, including youth appointments, Family-Teacher appointments/meetings, and home
visit information.

Contact with Directors and/or Consultants There is a great deal of contact with Directors and

Consultants at Mooseheart. This contact helps to ensure a smooth transition into life at Mooseheart.
Contact is required for a number of reasons which include, but are not limited to; implementation of
the model, general home guidelines, basic Mooseheart policies and procedures, youth issues, answers to
questions on the job, and crisis situations. Consultation team meetings take place weekly within the home to
discuss and problem solve issues at hand. Family Teachers should be prepared to actively particpate in these
meetings as this is where much information is discussed and questions are best answered related to specific
issues within each home. Formal observations by consultants or coordinators take place 2-3 times a month
for the first year of employment. After a Family Teacher’s successful first evaluation,
formal observations may decrease to 1 time per month.
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The Beginning of the Teaching Family Model
The Family Teaching program originated in 1967 by Family Teachers Lonnie and Elaine Phillips. The
University of Kansas looked at what the Phillips were doing and decided to try replication. In 1972,
the first successful replication of the Family Teaching Model was reproduced in 20 homes in North
Carolina. In 1975, Lonnie Phillips became the Director of Youth Care at Boys Town and the program was
implemented into 70 homes. The behaviorally based program has been implemented into hundreds of
facilities nation wide. In 1998, Mooseheart became the second largest Residential Facility to implement the
model since Boys Town.

Training in the Teaching Family Model Family Teachers undergo rigorous training in order to

begin working with Mooseheart children. Approximately 120 hours of training takes place that emphasizes
youth rights and how to provide a safe environment for children and staff. Some goals of the program are:
to teach youth skills for successful community and family life, to improve youth behavior problems,
individualize specific needs of youth, and increase the likelihood of success. The Family Teachers’ roles are
to meet the needs of the children physically, emotionally, spiritually and socially. They are the youth’s
primary advocates, they protect the rights of the children, analyze their behavior and assume responsibility
for the youth no matter what his or her location. Family Teachers also nurture as a natural parent by
establishing healthy relationships. This program is a positive, practical, planned, preventative and
professional approach to teaching children the skills necessary for a productive and successful life.

A Successful Mooseheart Family Home One of the key ingredients to a successful Mooseheart

Family home is the Family Teachers’ daily teaching of skill and behaviors. When children learn alternative
ways of behaving, they have more options to solve problems and a better basis to build relationships.
Many children do not respond to natural consequences of their environment. Until the children begin to
respond to the positive and negative natural social consequences of their environment, an artificial means of
motivating them is necessary. This is why the motivation systems are part of the teaching process. In many
ways the structured motivation is like the plaster cast physicians use to help heal a broken leg. It is very
important in the healing process and its removal is a good sign that progress is being made.
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Hiring Process

To promote the highest level of care for the youth at Mooseheart,
we have an extensive hiring process for employee candidates
before we can make an offer of employment. The following
information is an overview of the hiring process.

Pre-screening and Interview Day

Step One: Call the Mooseheart Recruiting Office to complete a pre-screen telephone call at (630) 906-3631.
If you meet all the minimum requirements, and the position is something that you would be interested in;
You will be directed to the Mooseheart website to review the information packet. The application documents
can be found on the website as well.
Step Two: Application is received by the Recruiting Office, and reviewed. If interested, a brief phone interview
will be conducted to ask clarifying questions about your application, and then, possibly a formal interview
will be scheduled.
Step Three: Once an interview is set up, you will receive a confirmation letter and itinerary for the interview
day by e-mail. For those traveling over two hours, Mooseheart will provide overnight accommodations at a
local hotel the night before your interview day and the night of, at our expense. The interviewee will incur
other travel costs.
Step Four: Interviews are completed by our Community Directors or Consultants and are designed to determine
if you would be a good match for our Model of Care. The interview will either take place here
on the Mooseheart campus via Skype or Zoom.

Process after the Interview

After the interview is complete, there are several things that will happen
on our end. This part of the process takes up to 15 business days.
n Candidate will be offered a comprehensive tour of Mooseheart
		 campus and opportunity to visit a Mooseheart house.
n Request is made to an outside company to verify past employment,
		 social security number, and conduct a criminal background check.
n Personal and professional references are contacted.
n A family member will be contacted for a reference.
n Candidate will complete psychological testing.
n Education is verified one or more ways; either through official sealed
		 college transcript mailed directly to Mooseheart from your university
		 or copies of high school diploma and/or a high school transcript.
n Online search of Sex Offender Registries is conducted.
When the file is complete with all references, background, testing and verifications, the file is circulated to
three department heads for review. Once all of the departments have reviewed and signed off on the file, it is
returned to the Human Resources Department and the Recruiter will contact you to make the official offer
of employment. If anything comes up during this time that brings us to the conclusion this would not be a
good match, a letter will be sent right away via email.
Upon accepting the offer of employment, the last step is the pre-employment physical to assure you are
physically able to perform the essential job functions. This physical can be done through your personal
doctor, or through a doctor in our area. A letter will be sent to you from Human Resources confirming your
start date and providing details concerning pre-service training and your move to campus.
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Hallmarks of the Mooseheart Model of Care
Teaching Values and Social Skills to Youth: Values and skills youth will need when they leave Mooseheart.
Teach alternative behavior to inappropriate behavior and why those behaviors are inappropriate.
Building Relationships with Adults and Peers: Most youth that have difficulties have problems with
authority figures and don’t have friends. Family Teachers are responsible for building healthy relationships
with the youth in their care.
Empowering Youth to Make Decisions: Youth will not always have adults around for guidance. They have
to problem-solve on their own. Family Teachers work with the youth regularly to help them learn how to
make effective decisions independently.
Consistency: All Family Teachers and all staff are using the same principles and verbiage. We should all be
on the same page. Being consistent in our teaching to youth helps them to understand expectations and be
less anxious.

Qualities of Successful Family Teachers Our Family Teachers must teach and model four critical
concepts on a daily basis in order to ensure their success and prepare our youth for a successful
start in life.

Fairness: Empower kids to make decisions by using family meeting, self-government, and manager system.
Kids that make decisions for the home are more likely to accept consequences regarding the decisions.
Effectiveness: Using the Mooseheart Model of Care. Using all the tools—Preventive Teaching, Effective
Praise, Corrective Teaching, Crisis Teaching, SODAS, Building Relationships, etc. One does not standalone. Teaching youth Social Skills. Being consistent.
Pleasantness: Rationally detach—do not take things personally—Very, very important. Use great quality
components. Build relationships with youth by teaching to them, having fun and helping them.
Concern: Build relationships with kids. Help them when they hate you. Help in their most difficult times.
Be an effective crisis teacher/helper.
Highlighted sections are the Hallmarks to the Mooseheart Model of Care.
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Family Teacher Job Description
Reports to: Community Coordinator
Department: Residential Living
Status: Non-Exempt/Salaried

Essential Functions The Family Teacher will provide youth with a safe and secure environment in which

to grow and learn; model and teach youth social skills, self-help skills, academic skills, and independent living
skills; foster the moral and spiritual development of youth; administer the day-to-day operations of a large
family residence; supervise and work with other professional Family Teachers in carrying out responsibilities;
and maintain confidentiality of youth and program information.

Specific DutiesECIF IC

DUT IES
1. Teaches and Counsels Youth
Observes and defines ongoing behaviors of youth. Identifies what skills are present or lacking.
Prioritizes target behaviors for each youth in order to emphasize maximum skill development.
Compliments and encourages youth on doing something well in order to build self confidence and respect.
Describes appropriate skills or behaviors to youth. Provides rationales why a youth should or should not do
certain things.
Practices appropriate skills with youth in order to increase learning and maintenance. Role plays with youth
pertinent skills until he or she is comfortable using them.
Provides feedback to youth to ensure skills development.
Implements consequences for appropriate or inappropriate behaviors. Rewards youth with praise and positive
points for practicing and displaying appropriate behavior.
Monitors appropriateness of skills demonstrated by youth. Reassesses youth’s target behaviors and measures
progress.
Serves as role model for youth by exhibiting skills taught in program.
Teaches Youth Specific Skills. Teaches youth appropriate social skills such as following instructions, giving
and accepting feedback, greeting and conversational skills, helping others, and proper manners. Teaches youth
appropriate social conduct in public so that they are able to generalize their behavior to other settings and
are successful in life’s endeavors.
Teaches youth self-care habits such as maintenance, personal hygiene, cooking, home safety, laundry
and dress.
Teaches youth money management skills such as opening and using a checking account, budgeting,
and savings.
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Teaches youth employment skills such as job searches, setting up interviews and appointments, interviewing,
adhering to work and attendance rules. Serves as a liaison between the youth and his or her employer.
Facilitates career decision making.
Teaches youth independent living skills such as comparative shopping, and use of public transportation.
2. Provides Loving and Caring Environment.
Counsels youth through personal problems via the use of rational
problem solving.
Provides constant emotional support by using praise, affection,
and empathy.
Celebrates birthdays and holidays so that youth will see meaning in
holidays.
Make youth feel special on their birthdays.
Provides a safe home life for youths who are residing in their care and
offers a family support system for youth.
Listens to youth’s thoughts, feelings, concerns and problems to guide
them and to improve relationships.
Counsels youth on appropriate sexual behavior.
Monitors youths’ behaviors and well-being. Monitors youth during home
maintenance tasks.
Checks youth’s work for completion, thoroughness and timeliness. Checks on safety aspects of the home.
Plans individual and family fun activities that are entertaining and educational. Transports youth to movies,
dances, medical appointments, and family outings. A van is provided for each home for these needs. Monitors
off-campus activities to ensure appropriate social skills and appearances.
Observes constant interactions of youth during home, recreational, and leisure times for appropriateness
and safety.
Provides crisis intervention to youth out of instructional control. Maintains emotional self-control during
crisis and role models rational problem-solving behaviors.
Provides and cooks well-balanced meals on a daily basis for the children. Is able to budget grocery money and
has the ability to be a frugal budget conscious shopper.
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3. Responsible for reminding students of doctor and
dentist appointments and attending with them.
4. Provides for Moral/Spiritual/Educational
Development.
Attends or takes youth to religious services on campus.
Discusses with the youth the scriptures and sermon and
how it is applicable to his or her everyday life.
Teaches youth appropriate religious behavior such as
praying daily at meals, reverence in church and leading
a Christian family life.
Sets up sacramental preparation and coordinates this through religion class.
Discusses with youth why it is important to obey social laws and develop their own convictions based upon
the needs of others.
Encourages youth involvement in religious activities such as altar boys, readers, ushers, and religious service
projects in the community.
Monitors Academic Development. Discusses school performance with youth including grades, credits earned,
performance ratings and academic goals.
Monitors home study time. Assists youth with school assignments. Teaches and reinforces good study habits.
Checks homework assignments for thoroughness and quality of work.
Attends school conferences. Confers with teachers and other school personnel by oral and written
communications. (School notes regarding student’s progress.)
Provides youth rationales for performing well in school and completing his or her secondary education.
Assists youth in preparing for post-secondary or vocational education. Identifies alternatives and develops
career plans.
5. Consumer Contacts/Communications.
Consults with other Home staff about youth’s behaviors and progress.
Answers telephone to obtain and/or provide information to consumers. Makes telephone calls to obtain
and give information, schedule appointments and to coordinate activities.
Attends in-service workshops and training programs to improve knowledge and skill in implementing
the components.
Contacts outside social and legal agencies regarding youth. May appear in juvenile court on behalf of
the youth.
Provides consultation to parents and guardians regarding youth. Gives advice and suggestions for dealing
with children and to enhance skill development.
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Maintains direct and frequent contact with school personnel (teachers, principals, counselors, and coaches)
concerning youth’s school performance.
Communicates with consultants on youth strategies.
Reads correspondence to keep abreast of policies, procedures, events, announcements and student progress.
6. Budget Management.
Maintains and balances checkbook for the Recreation account and grocery shopping.
Prepares reimbursement statements by collecting receipts and accounting for money spent. Submits
reimbursement statements to Special Accounts Coordinator.
Monitors budget to stay within Recreation budget guidelines.
7. Record Keeping.
Maintains youth point cards. Defines and lists behaviors on point cards. Totals up and signs point cards at
end of day. Files point cards in youth files.
Prepares progress reports and termination letters for parents and agencies. Writes weekly summary
reports on youth progress for community administration.
Prepares incident reports.
Maintains filing system for receipts of food, clothing, entertainment, allowances, supplies and
other expenditures.
Maintains home filing system for daily schedules, menus, maintenance items, and appliance warranties.
Writes youth treatment plans in consultation with others.
Explains to youth content of collected data and reports.

Requirements of the JobC

1. Ability and desire to work and live with youth.
2. Must be at least 21 years of age.
3. High School graduate or equivalent (prefer some
college credits).
4. A valid driver’s license with a good driving record and
pass IDOT physical standards.
5. A concern for youth and a strong desire to work in the
human services field.
6. Perceived ability to implement all phases of the
Mooseheart Model (including all treatment and
administrative functions).
7. Perceived ability to model appropriate behaviors and morals.
8. The judgment to work with the children assigned to a Mooseheart Home in a mature, responsible manner.
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Education, Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities Required to Perform the Job:
n Ability to observe and specifically describe youth behaviors.
n Ability to give and accept feedback.
n Ability to communicate clearly and concisely both orally and in writing.
n Ability to maintain a flexible schedule.
n Ability to apply skill of maintaining acceptable tolerance levels for inappropriate youth behaviors.
n Ability to model and teach appropriate social skills, language and public behaviors.
n Ability to follow written and oral instructions and to give them to youth.
n Ability to exhibit emotional control, patience and persistence in extremely stressful situations.
n Ability to organize, prioritize, and implement work activities independently.
n Ability to make decisions using sound judgment with information at hand.
n Ability to read, comprehend, and implement materials at the high school level.
n Ability to exhibit loving and caring behaviors.
n Ability to apply knowledge of and ability to teach self-care skills, independent living skills,
and academic skills.
n Ability to serve as a role model for youth.
n Ability to teach moral and spiritual values to youth.

Physical CharacteristicsCRACT ERISTI C S

n See well enough to read reports, point cards, monitor youth, drive a van, and observe
discrete behaviors.
n Hear well enough to converse on telephone and hear whispered and quiet voices.
n Speak well enough to teach skills, give feedback, discuss strategies, and converse on telephone.
n Body movement or mobility to track behaviors of youth moving around the house.
n Climb flights of stairs and get in and out of van unassisted.
n Dexterity to write, cook, and help with projects and games.
n Strength to carry groceries, luggage and move furniture.
n Stamina to work eighteen-hour shifts and drive for up to four hours.
n Tolerance to work under adverse conditions such as constant interruptions, inappropriate
behaviors, and dealing with potential verbal and physical threats from youth and spending
time outdoors in inclement or cold weather.

Candidates are required to:
1. Pass a medical examination, including drug screen.
2. Cooperate with a thorough background and reference verification procedure in order to determine one’s
suitability to satisfactorily and safely care for youth. The background check also includes validating driver’s
license and evaluating an individual’s driving record, (e.g., Driving Under the Influence, reckless driving,
moving violations and at fault accidents.)
3. Meet the licensing and registration requirements of the State of Illinois and Illinois Department of
Transportation for driving youth.
* The above statements are intended to describe the general nature of work being performed by people assigned to
this classification. They are not intended to be construed as an exhaustive list of all responsibilities, duties and skills
required of personnel so classified.
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Employee Compensation & Benefits Program

The employee health, life, vacation, holiday, sick benefits, and
company pension plan are for full-time regular employees.
Effective January 1, 2020 — Benefits begin on first of the month following date of hire.

Compensation

n Starting annual salary of $42,000 - $43,500 ($30,000 - $31,500 in wages) based on education
		 and experience + $12,000 non-taxable room and board, cable and internet service.
n Salary increases are based on annual certifications.

Also Consider

n Continued professional training and development
n Natural children of our Family Teacher staff can be considered to attend Mooseheart’s private school.
n Employee discounts for Verizon Wireless customers.

Direct Deposit of Payroll Check

Employees can have payroll checks electronically deposited with online viewing of paystub.

Campus Facilities (Available at no cost to employees)
n Safe 1,000 acre campus
n Fishing lake
n 4 Gymnasiums
n Privately owned camp located 70 miles west
n Fitness Center (includes: life cycles,
		 treadmills, elliptical machines, free weights,
		 and Nautilus equipment)
n Outdoor track
n Nature Trail
n Lake Cabin

n Mooseheart is located in the beautiful Fox
		 Valley area, which offers premium shopping, restaurants and miles of bike trails along the Fox River.
n Mooseheart residents can access local trains to Chicago, or make the 1-hour drive, to enjoy the
		 culture, museums, zoos and sports of America’s third largest city.

401(k) Retirement Savings Plan

A self directed plan that permits eligible employees to defer current federal and state income tax on the part
of their salary contribution to the plan until it is withdrawn from the plan. Income taxes on any earnings
generated by the account are also deferred until withdrawn. 100% vested upon deposit. Roth 401(k) and
Annuity Plans are also available.
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Company Contributions

After 1 year of employment and at least 1,000 hours of service, Mooseheart will make a basic contribution
on behalf of each participant in the amount of 3% of the employee’s individual bi-weekly salary into
the self directed 401(k) plan. Mooseheart will match employee salary deferrals up to 2% of employee’s
salary,100% vested upon deposit.

Life Insurance

				

n Equal to 1x employee’s gross annual wage.
n No cost to employee

BlueCross BlueShield of IL Choice Options
(two options $1,000 or 3,000 deductible)

$1,000

or

$3,000

n Employee

$157.20

$ 90.00 per month

n Employee + spouse

$474.60

$346.84 per month

n Employee + children $455.40

$333.04 per month

n Family

$515.20 per month

$704.40

Prescription Program (accepted at most pharmacies)

$10 co-pay for generic, $40 co-pay for brand/formulary, $60 co-pay for
brand/non-formulary. Buy 2 months get 3rd month free if ordered by mail.

Dental Insurance
Employee
Employee + Spouse
Employee + Children
Family

DHMO

PP0 $1,250 annual max

PP0 $2,000 annual max

$13.62
$22.18
$29.74
$34.08

$21.62
$40.90
$38.40
$57.66

$39.66
$75.00
$70.44
$105.74
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Paid Vacation Days

n Issued on January 1
n Pro-rated for employees who have
not worked an entire year			
n Number of vacation days are as follows after:
1 full year of employment
10 days
7 full years of employment
15 days
15 full years of employment 20 days
25 full years of employment 25 days

Personal Time Off

n 6 days per calendar year pro-rated accordingly
		 for employees hired after Jan.
n Days not used are paid out at end of year.

Holidays

Mooseheart recognizes the following ten days as paid holidays: New Year’s Day, President’s Day, Spring
Holiday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving and Friday after, Christmas Day
+ one.

Short Term Disability

n Full time, regular employees who work at least 40 hours/wk. are eligible after 6 months of
		 employment, for income protection for bonafide Dr.’s excused absences 6 or more consecutive
		 work days.*
n Paid up to 60% after 5 day waiting period.							
n If unable to return to work after the end of the 6th month, the employee’s employment is
		 terminated. Employee is given the opportunity to continue medical insurance coverage at his/her
		 expense (COBRA) and may file for Long Term Disability. Paid up to 50%. *Some restrictions
		apply.

Long Term Disability

After 6 months of Short Term Disability, an employee is eligible to apply for Long Term Disability.
Employee may be eligible to receive benefits up to age 65. Medical insurance may be continued at
employee’s expense (COBRA).

Workers Compensation

n First three days: covered at 100% by Mooseheart for injuries that are job related
n Additional days: employee is paid 2/3rds of Gross wage for job related injuries.

Loan Forgiveness
n Perkins College loans, and/or other college loans, may qualify you for deferred payments
		 and/or cancellation based on years of service working w/at risk or low-income youth.

Family Teacher Time off
Family Teachers will receive 3 hours off during days that youth are in school or in Mooseheart’s
summer recreation program.
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Mooseheart Model of Care
Includes:

(Based on the Family Teaching Model)

Title and Definition of each workshop
Motivational System
Social Skills
Behavior
Consequences
Feedback
Tolerances
Sample Scripts for Interactions
***This is not intended as a Training tool, but to give you some insight as to what the basic foundations of
the model are and how you will be using them and why. The workshops are broken down by title, with a
brief description, to prepare you for what to expect during your pre-service training.

Mooseheart Preservice Workshops

These are the workshops that will be presented during your 3-week training. A member of our staff
presents each workshop and some will involve role-playing exercises. Role-plays are administered, assessed,
and measured by qualified leaders. Regardless of home and age group, all new employees go through the
complete training. There is a title and brief description for each workshop to prepare you as to what to
expect listed below.
Introduction to Mooseheart
A brief introduction to the Mooseheart Model of Care, hallmarks of the program, and participant
expectations while completing the 3-week training process will be discussed. Participants will also learn the
history of Mooseheart while taking a tour of the campus.
Professionalism
Participants will learn the professional skills necessary to enhance their success as Mooseheart employees.
They will also learn and role-play how to give and receive professional feedback. (1 hour of role-play)
Mandated Reporters and Child Abuse Awareness
Participants will receive information in regards to reporting suspected abuse or neglect of a child, what
their responsibilities are as child care professionals, how to make a report, and the process in which DCFS
completes investigations.
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Policies and Procedures/Incident Report Writing
Participants will learn about policies and procedures that affect the lives of Family Teachers, how to
document and report significant events, and the process for completing internal Staff Practice Investigations.
Principles of Behavior
This section includes an overview of the principles of behavior and examples of how to use these principles
within our program at Mooseheart. A strong emphasis is placed on the scientific theory that all behavior is
learned and can, therefore, be changed using positive and negative reinforcement and positive and negative
punishment. Participants will practice identifying antecedents and administering consequences.
Tolerance Levels
The focus of this module is to familiarize participants with guidelines for appropriate behaviors of
Mooseheart youth and to teach those tolerances within the home.
Relationship Development and Boundaries
Participants will learn how to build relationships with at-risk youth. This section teaches the 5-steps
Effective Praise interaction and talks about ways to reinforce youth. Participants will learn what boundaries
are and what purpose they serve for individuals. A member of our counseling staff will discuss the different
types of boundaries and some of the unique issues our youth bring with them that may affect treatment
planning.
Curriculum Skills
This section will define and introduce participants to the social skills curriculum and present the topic
of curriculum skills as an established set of social interaction skills. These social skills guide the staff’s
interactions with youth and form the foundation of a behavioral treatment program.
Recognizing and Describing Behavior
This module teaches trainees how to look at behavior and describe in non-judgmental terms what they
observe. Participants will learn to incorporate rationales effectively when interacting with youth.
Mechanics of the Point Card and Bucks System
An overview of the motivational systems will be presented to participants along with basic instruction on
completing proper recording/documentation of teaching on the Point Card and Bucks Sheet.
Daily System
Participants will learn about our first level of the motivation system.
Weekly System
Participants will learn about the technology involved in using the Weekly Point system; the second level in
our motivation system.
Achievement System
Participants will learn guidelines for the Achievement system, the highest level of our motivation system.
Subsystems
Participants will learn types of serious, inappropriate behaviors that they may encounter with their youth
and how to use the appropriate Subsystem to teach alternative behaviors within the motivational system.
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Younger Youth Systems
Participants will learn about the motivational systems expressly designed to meet the developmental progression and
needs of our younger population. Specific instruction on how to use counting, time-outs, and proper documentation
of teaching interactions will be given. (1 hour of role-play)
Rationales
Provide trainees with definition of rationales, an explanation of how they are used within the motivational system,
and which types of rationales are most effective for effecting behavior change. (1 hour of role-play)
Health Center
This training participants will learn about the specific services offered by Campus Health Services and important
information about how to keep kids safe and healthy, and how to care for them when they are ill.
Proactive Teaching
This module describes the methods for proactive teaching to youth. Participants will learn to recognize target areas
and preventively teach to those behaviors. (1 hour of role-play)
Stages of Development
Provides participants with information related to a child’s physical, social and emotional milestones.
Effective Praise
Participants will learn the 5-steps of the teaching interaction and how to use them effectively to reinforce appropriate
behavior. (1 hour of role-play)
Corrective Teaching
Participants will learn the 9-steps of the teaching interaction and how to use them effectively to correct inappropriate
behavior. (3 ½ hours of role-play)
Crisis Teaching
Participants will learn the skills to de-escalate crisis situations with youth. (3 ½ hours of role-play)
Special Accounts
This section provides an introduction to the handling of home funds and youth accounts presented by the head of
Special Accounts.
Overview of Evaluation Process
Participants will receive a brief introduction to the annual evaluation process for Family Teachers.
Mooseheart Schools
This section provides an overview of the Mooseheart School program presented by the Superintendent of Schools.
Participants will also learn how to take information recorded on the school note and incorporate Corrective Teaching
and Effective Praise for each individual youth to best meet their treatment needs.
Facilities Management
Participants will be introduced to the Director of Facilities, along with the process for maintaining homes and
reporting any maintenance needs.
Admissions
Participants will learn about the process by which youth arrive at Mooseheart from our Director of Admissions.
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Problem Solving
Participants will learn one process to teach youth how to solve problems. Also covers information
regarding counseling youth. (1 hour of role-play)
Lethality
Participants will learn about the warning signs and procedures for dealing with a youth that has
suicidal issues.
Home Documentation, Home Filing, and Care Planning
Participants will learn how to complete paperwork, along with the guidelines for filing these documents
and organizing the home office. Participants will also learn how to develop concept areas as well as
treatment strategies in order to complete effective Care Plans for youth treatment goals.
Self-Government/ Family Meeting
Participants will learn the procedures used to teach youth concern for others by reporting inappropriate
or harmful behavior, how to appeal consequences, teach leadership skills through the home manger
system, and discuss the process for running a Family Meeting. (1/2 hour of role-play)
CPR, First Aid, and AED Certification
A certified American Red Cross instructor will certify Family Teachers in Adult/Infant/Child CPR and
AED, and First Aid.
Non-Violent Physical Crisis Intervention
Participants will learn additional information on de-escalation techniques and procedures for physically
restraining a youth that is a danger to themselves or others, led by a certified instructor. Physical
demonstration of competency of each technique is required for all participants in order to be certified.

Motivation System

Definition: A behavior management system designed to provide a systematic, positive and consistent
approach for: 1) reinforcing positive behaviors, 2) correcting problem behaviors, and 3) teaching
appropriate alternative behaviors.
Why do we use Motivation Systems?
n Teaching tool
n External motivator to develop internal motivation
n Allows us to be systematic and consistent in treatment
n Allows us to assess the need for structure and provide
		 that structure for each youth
n Documents treatment
n Allows us to provide immediate and maximumbfeedback
Goals of using the Motivation Systems
n To encourage youth to work toward goals
n To teach the cause and effect relationship
n To provide a method of arranging rewards and consequences that will be effective enough to
		 teach appropriate behavior
n To provide a method of moving from high structure and artificial reinforcers to low structure
			 and natural reinforcers
n To eliminate external, artificial motivation and increase internal motivation
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Advantages of a System that is positive, negative and flexible
n Increases positive behavior while decreasing negative behavior
n Allows us to target unlimited behaviors
n Allows us to pair artificial consequences with positive and negative natural consequences
n Provides constant feedback and a framework for teaching skills
n Is an overall positive approach because youth can always earn back privileges
n Less restrictive since youth determine restrictiveness through their behavior and progress
CIAL SKILLS
						

Social Skills

Definition: “The ability to interact with others in a given social context in specific ways that are socially
acceptable or valued and at the same time mutually beneficial or beneficial primarily to others.”
-Combs and Slaby, 1977
Correlates of Social Skill Deficiencies
n Aggressive, antisocial behavior
n Juvenile delinquency
n Child abuse and neglect
n Mental health disorders
n Loneliness and despondency
n Learning disabilities and school failures
Why teach Social Skills?
n Teaches youth alternatives to inappropriate behaviors
n Makes youth more pleasant to interact with
n Helps youth work on referral behaviors and treatment issues
n Makes youth more successful in diverse situations
When to Use Recognizing and Describing Skills
n When something is right and you want to provide praise and support
n When a problem exists and you want to correct it
n When watching a youth practice a new skill and you want to provide positive feedback

Behavior

Definition: Any observable and measurable act.
Principles of Behavior
n All behaviors are learned and therefore new behaviors can be taught
n We do not view youth as “bad” or “sick” but view inappropriate behavior as a product of previous
learning or lack of learning (skill deficiencies)
Importance of Recognizing and Describing Behaviors
Aids in teaching youth:
1) makes youth aware of specific inappropriate and appropriate behaviors,
2) helps youth understand exactly what is expected, and
3) increases likelihood of future success
Aids in building relationships:
1) by describing behaviors and avoiding judgmental terms, youth will view Child Care Staff as
		 concerned and be more receptive to teaching and
2) studies show youth prefer being told exactly how and what to do, and youth rate specific positive
feedback as important
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Consequences Affect Behavior — What follows a behavior influences it recurrence.
		n Behavior can be positively changed to occur with more frequency or with more intensity
		n Behavior can be decreased to occur with less frequency or with less intensity
		n New behavior can be learned and old behaviors improved
		n Behavior can be changed so that it occurs at a different time or place

Consequences

Definition: Consequences are events in the environment (results or outcomes) following a behavior.
Types of Consequences
Natural: the typical outcomes of a behavior without any intentional human intervention.
Example- A bruise may be the natural consequence of falling.
Applied: outcomes that are deliberately arranged.
Example- Tokens, stars, happy faces, allowance, watching TV, etc.
Positive Reinforcement (Rewards)
An event that follows a behavior and increases the likelihood that the behavior will recur.
A youth earns extra TV time or a favorite privilege for completing homework.
Response Cost (Fine)
Contingently taking away a known positive reinforcer following an inappropriate behavior.
A youth loses TV time or a favorite privilege for not completing homework.

Feedback

What is Feedback?
		n Information about one’s behavior
		n Information on the effects of one’s behavior on others
Why is Feedback important?
		n One of the best sources of information for learning
		n Only way we know what we are doing right or wrong
Giving Feedback Behaviors
		n Initiate interactions pleasantly; use praise or empathy if possible
		n Specifically describe the situation
		n Provide rationales (reasons)
		n Discuss the situation appropriately; suggest solution if appropriate
		n Thank the person for listening
		n Provide written feedback when necessary
		n Follow-up on issue(s)
Receiving Feedback Behaviors
		n Look at the person
		n Acknowledge what is said
		n Ask questions for clarification
		
(without negative voice tone)
n Solicit more feedback
n Thank feedback source
n Show concern for the problem
n Apologize for inconvenience
n Discuss situation appropriately
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FEEDB

Tolerance Levels

Definition: The ‘fine line’ that distinguishes appropriate behavior from inappropriate behavior.
Tolerance Levels
n Inppropriate behavior is a sign that the youth does not know the appropriate behavior for that situation
behavior occur
n To teach new or alternative skills, Child Care Staff must become adept at:
1) perceiving opportunities to teach and
2) determining what is acceptable behavior and what is not
How to communicate Tolerance Levels
n Rules
n Modeling
n Teaching
Results of inconsistent Tolerance Levels
n Creates confusion for the youth
n Weakens the teaching program
n Creates tension and/or conflict among Child Care Staff
n Creates tension and/or conflict between youth and
Child Care Staff
How to teach to Tolerance Levels
n Praise and reinforce approximations
n Corrective teaching and feedback
Guidelines for developing rules
n Be brief
n Get input
n Be clear, concise and include consequences
n Include only behavior that is under the youth’s control and age appropriate

Sample Script for Effective PraiseSAMPLE SCRIPT FOR EFFECTIVE PRAISE

The steps to Effective Praise are:
1. Praise-Begin the interaction on a positive note, be specific and genuine.
2. Description of Appropriate Behavior-Specifically describe the appropriate behavior, both verbal and nonverbal.
3. Rationale-Provides the reason or rationale for continuing to behave appropriately. The rationale should be youth
		orientated so the youth can internalize what he/she is learning and use this to motivate them.
4. Request for Acknowledgment-Put in the form of a question, and presented to the youth so it is known if the
		youth understands what is being said.
5. Positive Consequence-When the youth earn positive consequences, it increases the likelihood that the positive
		behavior will continue.
Example:
“Sara, you really did a nice job of following instructions.”
“When I asked you to clean your room, you looked at me, said ‘okay’, did the task and checked back.”
“Sara, by following instructions the right way, you’ll have more free time to spend having fun.”
“Does that make sense to you?”
“For following instructions, you have earned 2,000 positive points.”
It is important to use praise effectively and consistently, so that the likelihood of positive behavior exhibited by
the youth is increased; in turn, decreasing negative behavior.
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Sample Script for Corrective TeachingAMPLE SCRIPT OF CORRECTIVE TEACHING

The steps for Corrective Teaching are:
1. Initial Praise, Empathy, or Affection-Begin on a positive note, being specific and sincere, describing appropriate
parts of the youth’s behavior.
2. Description/Demonstration of Inappropriate Behavior-This involves labeling the skill that will be taught and
specifically describing the inappropriate behavior, verbal and non-verbal.
3. Consequences (Point Fine)-At this point the youth will earn a negative consequence for his/her negative behavior.
The point fine is immediately followed by a positive correction statement, to let the youth know he/she can
earn back some positive points.
4. Description/Demonstration of the Appropriate Behavior-After the consequence, the appropriate behavior that
should replace the inappropriate behavior, is described. This provides an alternative positive behavior to the youth.
5. Rationale-This statement can explain the natural consequences of the behavior. This can also be used to point out
the benefits to changing the behavior to a more positive one.
6. Requests for Acknowledgment-During this type of interaction requests for acknowledgment should be used
throughout the teaching process. Present in the form of a question, and stop to explain anything the youth does
not understand or follow.
7. Practice-This is the point where the youth is given the opportunity to demonstrate the skill that is being taught.
The practice provides the youth with the chance to develop new habits, and the Family Teacher the opportunity to
assess his/her teaching method.
8. Feedback-After the practice, give enthusiastic praise, specific descriptions of positive behavior and award a positive
consequence.
9. General Praise-Remain positive and supportive throughout the interaction by using praise, describing behaviors,
requesting acknowledgment and paying close attention to positive behaviors that have been difficult for the youth
in the past.
Example:
“Thanks for looking at me while we’re talking, Bill. (Pause) I know how much you were looking forward to the
concert.”
“When I said ‘No’, you looked away and began to mumble.”
“For not accepting ‘No’, you’ve earned a negative 3,000 points.”
“You will have the opportunity to earn some of those points back, in just a few minutes, by practicing how to
accept ‘No’.”
“Whenever someone has to tell you ‘No’, whether it’s a teacher or your parents, or me, here’s what you should do…”
(list skill steps).
“If you can accept ‘No’, appropriately, you’ll probably be able to do more activities because people will see you as
more mature and responsible.”
“Does that make sense to you?”
“Okay Bill, now we’re going to practice how to accept ‘No’. I’ll walk into the room and you’ll ask me if you can go to
the gym (make it something that is unrelated to the original request).
I will say ‘No’, an then you look at me and say, ‘Okay’.”
“Great!! You looked at me and said ‘Okay’. That is the way to accept ‘No’. You’ve earned back 1,500 positive points.”
“You did a really nice job, I knew you could do it. Keep it up.”
It is very important to utilize every step to this interaction, to provide the youth with all the information needed to
correct his/her behavior. This will increase the likelihood that the negative behaviors will decrease and the positive
behaviors will increase.
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Frequently Asked Questions

1. Do I have to live in? Yes. The basis of our program is
consistency and Mooseheart feels that having 24-hour live-in
staff provides the stability so many of these children have been
lacking. We want the Family Teacher position to be more than
a job to you; we want you to become part of our family as well.
2. Are there advancement opportunities? Absolutely! The Family
Teacher is our entry-level position. We prefer to promote from
within; many of our administrative and supervisory positions are
currently filled by former Family Teachers.
3. What about married couples with children? Due to housing accommodations, we are limited in this
area. Normally, accommodating a couple with one child is not a problem, depending on our openings,
the age group the couple wishes to work with, and the age/gender of the natural child. Sometimes we
can accommodate a married couple with two children depending, again, on the age and gender of
the children.
4. We are not married; can we still be Family Teachers? You must be a legally married couple to work as
a Family Teaching Couple. However, if you are not married, you may be hired as singles, to live and work
in different homes. Once you do get married, you may then become a Family Teaching Couple, working
and living in one home together.
5. I am married and I want to come, but my spouse does not want to be a Family Teacher. Can I still
become a Family Teacher? We hire couples as couples, and singles as singles. We will not hire a married
person to live and work as a single, without their spouse. In addition, we cannot provide housing for a
couple, and have only one employed as a Family Teacher. Both persons that are married must be hired as
full time Family Teachers.
6. I (we) have a child in college; can they come spend their summers and breaks with us? It depends.
This situation is looked at on a case-by-case basis. This question should be asked at the time of a phone
or on campus interview for more specific answers.
7. Does our child (children) attend Mooseheart School? Natural children of Family Teachers that are of
school age will attend public (or private) school within the Batavia, Illinois school district. A bus does
come to campus to the take kids to and from school. Mooseheart employees can submit an application to
the Superintendent of Mooseheart School requesting that their child be admitted as a student.
8. During training, do we have to find daycare or does Mooseheart provide that? Daycare is required
during training, and is not the responsibility of Mooseheart. The Recruiter or Human Resources
department can help by providing you with names and numbers of local daycare facilities. Also, keep in
mind that once you are hired and employed by Mooseheart as a Family Teacher, if a workshop, seminar
or training requires you to attend without natural children, you must find daycare for that event.
9. Do you pay for relocation? No. Relocation is at your expense.
10. Do you provide transportation for the interview? No. Travel arrangements and expenses are your
responsibility, however, if you arrive by plane, train or bus we will reimburse you up to $120 toward the
cost of a rental car or Mooseheart will make arrangements and pay for transportion to and from the
airport upon arrival to the Chicago area. A hotel room is provided at our expense, the night prior to,
and possibly the night of, your interview.
11. Do I have time off during the day when the kids are in school? Family Teachers wil receive 3 hours
off during days that the youth are in school or in Mooseheart’s summer recreation program.
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12. I would like to continue my education. Can I take classes while working as a Family Teacher? This
is dealt with on a case-by-case basis. As a general rule, you should plan to wait one year before going back
to school. This is due to the nature and intensity of the work as a full time Family Teacher. After you do
meet criteria and pass your major evaluation, you may discuss this option with your direct supervisor.
Again, it is all done on a case-by-case basis as every home and Family Teacher is different, but we do
encourage people to continue their education.
13. What about time off? Family Teachers are off two days a week with an additional one day a week every
fourth week. This means Family Teachers will have a total of nine days off in a four week schedule cycle.
When school or summer recreation are in session, Family Teachers receive three hours off during the day
while the youth are in school or in summer recreation. Family Teachers are on duty the remainder of
their 24 hour shift.
14. Are you affiliated with a church or religious organization? No, we are not funded, affiliated or
owned/operated by any church. However, we do provide religious education, guidance, youth groups,
and Sunday school and Sunday church services. All religious aspects on campus are done under the
Protestant Faith and the Catholic Faith. Children are required to attend church on Sundays, and Family
Teachers who are ON DUTY on Sundays will be required to respectfully attend services with the youth
they are working with. Family Teachers may have to attend a service that is not their preference,
depending on coverage in the home. If the Family Teacher is off duty on Sundays, they are not required
to attend services at Mooseheart.
15. Can I discuss my personal religious beliefs with the children? Yes. It is acceptable for you to
discuss your personal beliefs with the children, answer questions they have, set up bible study and/or
pray with them. You cannot, however, push or force your beliefs, nor consequence a child for not
wanting to participate. Discussions and activities must stay within the guidelines of the Model and
not violate Youth Rights.
16. Do I have to have a Teaching Certificate or Education background to be a Family Teacher?
No.The title is based on the Teaching Family Model, which is a behavior management approach to
raising children. We do, however, provide certification within our model on a yearly basis.
17. Do I have to sign a contract? You will be asked to sign an Employee Agreement, agreeing to
the compensation package that you are being offered. There is no contract to sign regarding length of
employment however, we do ask that you make a personal commitment to a minumum of one year
before accepting the position. Family Teaching is more than a job - it is a lifestyle. Our children are here
on average 4 years or more. It can be very difficult on the children to have people come into their lives
for a short period of time and leave. The first year tends to be difficult and trying as the new Family
Teacher prepares for certification in the teaching model.
18. Do you allow pets? No. There are no exceptions to this policy and this policy includes cats, dogs,
and small caged animals.
19. Can my family come stay with me when they visit? Guests may not stay in campus homes. Family
Teachers can have pre-approved visitors in the home with permission from their consultant. No visitors
may stay overnight in a youth home. All guests must be supervised at all times by the Mooseheart
employee. Mooseheart staff may not have visitors while they are on duty unless it is for a specific
planned activity and they have a non-related co-worker on duty with them to help with supervision of
the youth. Family Teachers may not have guests attend off campus activities with them and the
Mooseheart youth without pre-approved permission and they must have a non-related co-worker on
duty with them to help with supervision. Mooseheart youth may not at any time be under the
supervision of a guest. Family Teachers may have family members stay on campus in the lake cabin
with them, but they must be supervised at all times by the employee.
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Information About Psychological Testing

Mooseheart is very interested in providing its residents with a safe and caring living experience. In order to
insure that such an environment is present, prospective employees are asked to undergo psychological testing.
As part of the pre-employment screening process, you are going to undergo psychological testing through
the offices of Whole Family Integrative Health. This testing will provide Mooseheart with further information
as to the suitability of your employment with Mooseheart. The purpose of this letter is to inform you of what
you will be asked to do during the testing.
You will be taking a paper and pencil test on which you answer questions about yourself in a true or
false manner. This test provides information as to your overall psychological adjustment. Taking this test is
a prerequisite to being considered for Mooseheart employment. Mooseheart uses the results of the test to
help ensure that the individuals it hires are able to fulfill their job responsibilities in a responsible and
consistent manner.
You will also be asked to undergo testing to determine if you might have a tendency to become sexually
involved with children and teenagers. Obviously, the safety of the residents living at Mooseheart is of the
highest priority. The procedures for this testing will involve you answering some demographic questions
about yourself and then a series of questions about sexual abuse ideas and thoughts. Taking this test is also a
prerequisite for Mooseheart employment. As part of this assessment, you will also be asked several questions
about your own sexual abuse history and also a number of brief questions about your mental health history.
The testing just described takes most people approximately 2 hours to complete and will be conducted at
the offices of Whole Family Integrative Health. Their address is 520 E. Kendall Drive, Unit A, Yorkville, IL
60560. Their phone number is 630-385-2784.
You are encouraged to ask the person administering you the tests any further questions that you may have
about the testing process. The results and findings of the psychological testing will not be disclosed to you.
Thank you,
Mooseheart Personnel Department
Mooseheart Child City and School / Whole Family Integrative health Records Policy
All records of Whole Family Integrative Health pertaining to employment applicants at
Mooseheart Child City are the property of Mooseheart Child City and School, Inc.
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